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On Missing Tag Detection in Multiple-group
Multiple-region RFID Systems

Jihong Yu, Lin Chen, Rongrong Zhang, Kehao Wang

Abstract—We formulate and study a missing tag detection
problem arising in multiple-group multiple-region radio frequen-
cy identification (RFID) systems, where a mobile reader needs
to detect whether there is any missing event for each group of
tags. The problem we tackle is to devise missing tag detection
protocols with minimum execution time while guaranteeing the
detection reliability requirement for each group. By leveraging
the technique of Bloom filter, we develop a suite of three
missing tag detection protocols, each decreasing the execution
time compared to its predecessor by incorporating an improved
version of the Bloom filter design and parameter tuning. By
sequentially analysing the developed protocols, we gradually iron
out an optimum detection protocol that works in practice.

Index Terms—RFID, missing tag detection, time-efficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed an unprecedented development
of the radio frequency identification (RFID) technology. As a
promising low-cost technology, RFID is widely used in various
applications ranging from inventory control [1], supply chain
management [10], [13] and logistics [23] to object tracking
and location [22], [7]. An RFID system typically consists of
one or several readers and a large number of tags. A reader
is a device equipped with a dedicated power source and an
antenna and can collect and process information sent by tags
in its interrogation region. A tag, on the other hand, is a low-
cost microchip labeled with a unique serial number (ID) to
identify an object and can receive and transmit radio signals.

Detecting missing tags is one of the most important RFID
applications. According to the statistics presented in [21],
inventory shrinkage, a combination of shoplifting, internal
theft, administrative and paperwork error, and vendor fraud,
resulted in 44 billion dollars in loss for retailers in 2014. In
this context, RFID provides a promising technology to reduce
the loss by monitoring products due to its low cost and non-
line-of-sight communication pattern. In this regard, efficiently
detecting missing tag events is of fundamental importance and
has attracted extensive research attention (cf. Section II on
related work on missing tag detection).

We investigate a different problem in this paper motivated
by the increasing application of mobile reader [12], [29] and
the following practical settings.
• Multiple groups of tags. Tags are usually attached to ob-

jects belonging to different groups: e.g., different brands
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of the goods with the high-end brands order-of-magnitude
more valuable than their low-end peers. Therefore, the
missing tag events are characterized by asymmetrical
threshold and reliability requirement across groups.

• Multiple interrogation regions. Tags may be unevenly
located in multiple interrogation regions: e.g., tags may
be located in several rooms or different corners or regions
of a large warehouse. Hence, a reader may need to move
several times to cover all monitored tags and complete
the missing tag detection process.

The problem we consider is to devise missing tag detection
protocol with minimum execution time while guaranteeing
the detection reliability requirement for each group of tags
in multiple-region scenario. In the considered multiple-group
multiple-region scenario, all existing missing tag detection
protocols cannot work effectively due to the following two
reasons. First, existing approaches require the full coverage of
tags when executing the detection algorithms, which clearly
does not hold in the considered multiple-region scenario.
Secondly, existing work does not take into account the het-
erogeneity among groups and thus either cannot meet the
individual reliability requirement, or suffers extremely long
detection delay.

To solve this challenging problem, we deliver a comprehen-
sive analysis on the missing tag detection problem in the above
multiple-group multiple-region environment and investigate
how to devise optimum missing tag detection algorithms. Note
that when there are only one group and all tags are with one
interrogation region, our problem degenerates to the classical
missing tag detection problem studied in the literature.

To design missing tag detection algorithms in the multiple-
region multiple-group case, we leverage a powerful technique
called Bloom filter which is a space-efficient probabilistic data
structure for representing a set and supporting set member-
ship queries [2] to detect a missing event. Specifically, we
develop a suite of three missing tag detection protocols, each
decreasing the execution time compared to its predecessor by
incorporating an improved version of the Bloom filter design
and parameter tuning. By sequentially analysing the developed
protocols, we gradually iron out an optimum detection protocol
that works in practice.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II gives
a brief overview of related work. In Section III, we introduce
the system model and formalize the multiple-group multiple-
region missing tag detection problem. In Section IV to VI, we
develop and analyse three detection approaches and compare
their performance in terms of execution time. In Section VII,
we discuss implementation issues of our proposed algorithms.
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Simulation analysis is presented in Section VIII. Finally, we
conclude our paper in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Missing Tag Detection
Existing missing tag detection protocols can be classified

into probabilistic protocols and deterministic protocols, sum-
marized as below.

Probabilistic protocols detect a missing tag event with a
predefined probability. Tan et al. initiate the study of proba-
bilistic detection and propose a solution called Trusted Reader
Protocol (TRP) in [28]. TRP detects a missing tag event by
comparing slots in the pre-computed bitmap with those actu-
ally collected from the response of the tags in the population.
If an expected busy (singleton or collision) slot turns out to
be an empty slot, then the missing event is detected. Because
the chance for a collision slot to have only missing tags is
very small when missing tag size is small, collision slots are
less useful than the singleton ones. Given the importance of
singleton slots, follow-up works [18] [19] employ multiple
seeds to turn empty and collision slots to singleton slots, which
increases the detection probability and thus achieves better
performance. The latest probabilistic protocol called RUN is
proposed in [26] which reduces multiple seeds in one frame
in [18] to one seed. The main difference from previous works
lies in that RUN considers the influence of unexpected tags
and can effectively work in the environment with unexpected
tags.

Deterministic protocols, on the other hand, is able to exactly
identify which tags are absent. Li et al. develop a series of
deterministic protocols in [11] to reduce the identification time
step by step by reconciling 2-collision slots and iteratively
deactivating the tags of which the presence has been verified,
respectively. Subsequently, Zhang et al. propose identification
protocols in [31] which store and compare the bitmaps of tag
responses in all rounds and observe the change among the
corresponding bits among all bitmaps to determine the present
and absent tags. But how to configure the protocol parameters
is not theoretically analyzed. Subsequently, Liu et al. [15]
essentially combine the multi-seed method in [18] with the
deactive-based method in [11] to improve the identification
performance. More recently, Liu et al. [16] further enhance
the prior work by reconciling both 2-collision and 3-collision
slots and filtering the empty and unreconcilable collision slots
to improve time efficiency. To that end, they design a new
vector called appended vector and relocate each tag confined
in the reconcilable collision slot into a dedicated singleton slot
in this vector.

In the considered multiple-group multiple-region scenario,
all existed missing tag detection protocols cannot work effec-
tively, because they require the full coverage at each moment,
i.e., the reader or a back-end server always exactly know which
tags are in the current interrogation region, which does not
hold in the considered application scenario. Furthermore, the
existing work ignores the heterogeneity among groups and
thus cannot meet the individual reliability requirement.

In a broader context, tag identification and tag population
estimation protocols sometimes can also be used to detect

missing tags. Specifically, tag identification protocols (e.g., [9],
[25]) identify all tags in the interrogation region. To detect
missing tags, they can be executed to obtain the IDs of
the tags present and then missing tags can be found out
by comparing the collected IDs with those recorded in the
database. However, tag identification protocols are usually
time-consuming [11] as they are designed to identify all tags.
Moreover, they fail to work when it is not allowed to read the
IDs of tags due to privacy concern. Tag estimation protocols
(e.g., [32], [3], [27]), on the other hand, estimate the number of
tags in the interrogation region. If more than a certain number
of tags are absent in RFID systems, a missing tag event can
be detected by comparing the estimation and the number of
expected tags stored in the database. However, estimation error
may be misinterpreted as missing tags and cause detection
error, especially when there are only a few missing tags.

Compared to the state-of-the-art development, we formu-
late the missing tag detection problem in the multiple-group
multiple-region scenario, which has not been addressed before.
We provide a comprehensive analysis on this new problem and
investigate how to devise optimum detection algorithms.

B. Bloom Filter

A Bloom filter is a randomized data structure that is origi-
nally from database contexts [2], [24] but has attracted much
research attention in networking applications [8]. Specifically,
given a null bit array B, Bloom filter records the members
of a set A = {a1, a2, · · · , an} by hashing each member ai
to k positions in B through k hash functions h1, h2, · · · , hk
and setting each position B[hv(ai)] := 1 for 1 ≤ v ≤ k.
When a membership query is asked for an element b, every
bit B[hv(b)] is checked for 1 ≤ v ≤ k. If all of k bits are set
to 1, the Bloom filter asserts b ∈ A; otherwise, b /∈ A.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a grouped RFID system composed of a mobile
reader and G groups of tags distributed in R (R ≥ 1)
interrogation regions (e.g., R rooms), concisely referred to as
regions. In case where a tag may be physically located in two
regions, i.e., regions may overlap one with another, the tag
only responses to reader queries regarding to the first region
when it is interrogated. In this sense, we can treat the regions
as non-overlapping ones.

We use E to denote the set of the tags which are expected
to be present and we denote its cardinality (i.e., the number
of expected tags) by |E|. The reader knows the IDs of all tags
in E but does not know the set of tags in each region. For
presentation conciseness, we set the ID of group g (1 ≤ g ≤
G) to its index g. We assume every tag knows its group ID
through a grouping protocol, e.g. [14]. We also assume the
reader knows the approximate number of tags of each group
g actually present in each region r (1 ≤ r ≤ R), denoted by
ngr. The estimation of ngr can be achieved by the reader by
deactivating all tags not belonging to group g (using the ID
of group g) and then using any state-of-the-art tag population
estimation algorithm.
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To make our analysis generic, we do not impose any phys-
ical constraints on tags, which can be either battery-powered
active tags or lightweight passive ones energized by radio
waves emitted by the reader. We follow the standard Listen-
before-talk communication protocol [6] between the reader
and tags: the reader initiates communication first by sending
commands and broadcasting the parameters to tags, such as
the frame size, random seeds, and then each tag responds in
its chosen time slot. Consider an arbitrary time slot, if no tag
replies in this slot, it is called an empty slot; otherwise, it is
called a nonempty slot. Only one bit is needed to distinguish
an empty slot from a nonempty slot: 0 for an empty slot and
1 for a nonempty slot. During the communication, the tag-
to-reader transmission rate and the reader-to-tag transmission
rate may differ with each other. In practice, the former is either
40 − 640kb/s in the FM0 encoding format or 5 − 320kb/s in
the modulated subcarrier encoding format, while the later is
normally 26.7− 128kb/s [5].

Table I summaries main notations used in the paper.

TABLE I
MAIN NOTATIONS

Symbols Descriptions
G Number of groups
g Group index and group ID
R Number of interrogation regions
r Region index
E Set of target tags that need to be monitored
ngr Number of tags of group g in region r
mg Number of missing tags in group g
Mg Threshold of group g
Pdg Probability of detecting a missing event of group g
αg System requirement on the detection reliability for group g
f Length of Bloom filter in B-detect
k Number of hash functions in B-detect
s Hash function seed
Pfp False positive rate of Bloom filter in B-detect
TB Execution time of B-detect
fr Bloom filter vector size in region r in AB-detect
kg Number of hash functions for group g in AB/GAB-detect

Pfp,g False positive rate of Bloom filter for g in AB/GAB-detect
TAB Execution time of AB-detect
fgr Bloom filter vector length for group g in r in GAB-detect
TGAB Execution time of GAB-detect

B. Problem Formulation

We are interested in detecting missing tag event for each
group g. Let mg denote the number of missing tags in group
g which is of course not known by the reader. Let Mg denote
the threshold of group g. A missing event of group g denotes
the event where there are at least Mg tags of group g missing in
the system. Let Pdg denote the probability that the reader can
detect a missing event of group g, we formulate the optimum
missing tag detection problem as follows.

Definition 1 (Optimum missing tag detection problem). The
optimum missing tag detection problem is to devise an algo-
rithm of minimum execution time which can detect a missing
event for each group g with probability Pdg ≥ αg if mg ≥Mg ,
where αg is the requirement on the detection reliability for
group g. When there is only one group in the system, the

problem degenerates to the classical missing event detection
problem.

C. Design Rational

To design missing tag detection algorithms in the multiple-
region multiple-group case, we leverage a powerful technique
called Bloom filter which is a space-efficient probabilistic data
structure for representing a set and supporting set membership
queries [2] to detect a missing event. In our design, we explore
the following three natural ideas, each corresponding to a
proposed missing tag detection protocol detailed in the next
three sections.

Baseline approach. To enable missing tag detection in the
multiple-region multiple-group case, we let the reader use the
same Bloom filter parameters in each region for each group of
tags and construct the Bloom filter based on the responses from
the tags to perform missing event detection. This approach,
termed as B-detect, is a direct application of Bloom filter to
solve our problem.

Adaptive approach. In the baseline approach B-detect, the
reader uses the same parameters in each region, which may not
be optimum in the case when tags are not evenly distributed
across regions. Motivated by this observation, we develop an
adaptive approach, named AB-detect, which enables the reader
to use different parameters based on the number of tags in
the interrogation region the reader queries. Specifically, for
each region r, the reader executes one query, to which tags of
all the groups in the region respond. The reader constructs a
Bloom filter Br for each region containing the response and
aggregates Br (1 ≤ r ≤ R) to form a virtual Bloom filter
BAB , based on which it detects missing event for each group.

Group-wise approach. We go further by developing a
group-wise approach, referred to as GAB-detect. In GAB-
detect, the reader executes G group-wise queries for each
region r. Only tags of group g (1 ≤ g ≤ G) in the interrogation
region respond to the g-th query. The reader then constructs
a Bloom filter BGABgr for each group g and aggregates BGABgr

(1 ≤ r ≤ R) to form a virtual Bloom filter BGABg∗ using
the technique in AB-detect, based on which it detects missing
event for group g.

By sequentially analysing the above three approaches and
mathematically comparing their performance in terms of ex-
ecution time, we gradually iron out an optimum detection
protocol that works in practice.

IV. THE BASELINE APPROACH

In the B-detect design to enable missing tag detection in the
multiple-region case, we let the reader use the same parameters
in each region and construct the Bloom filter based on the
responses from the tags to perform missing event detection.
Specifically, B-detect consists of two phases, detailed as below.

A. Protocol Description

Phase 1: Query and feedback collection. The reader
performs a query in each region r with the same parameter
setting (f, k, s), where f is the length of the Bloom filter
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vector, k is the number of independent hash functions used to
construct the Bloom filter vector, and s is the seed of the hash
functions which is identical for all groups and regions. How
their values are chosen is analysed in Sec. IV-B on parameter
optimisation. Upon receiving the request, each tag in region
r, regardless of the group to which it belongs, selects k slots
(hv(ID) mod f) (1 ≤ v ≤ k) in the frame of f slots and
replies in these slots. The reader then constructs a Bloom filter
vector Br with the responses from the tags in each region r
as follows. Note there are two types of slots: empty slots and
nonempty slots. According to the responses from tags, if slot
i (1 ≤ i ≤ f ) is empty, the reader sets Br(i) = 0, otherwise
it sets Br(i) = 1.

Phase 2: Virtual Bloom filter construction and missing
event detection. After interrogating all R regions, the reader
combines the Bloom filter vectors Br (1 ≤ r ≤ R) to a virtual
Bloom filter B by ORing each bit of them, i.e., B(i) = B1(i)∨
· · · ∨ BR(i). The reader then performs membership test. For
each tag in E, the reader maps its ID into k bits at positions
(hv(ID) mod f) (1 ≤ v ≤ k). If all the corresponding bits
in B are 1, then the tag is regarded as present. Otherwise, the
tag is considered to be missing. The reader reports a missing
event in group g if the number of missing tags is at least Mg

and no missing event otherwise.

B. Performance Optimisation and Parameter Tuning

The execution time of B-detect, defined as TB in number
of slots, can be written as

TB = R(t1 + fδ) ' Rfδ, (1)

where t1 denotes the time for the reader to broadcast the query
parameters and δ denotes the slot duration which we normalise
to 1 for notation conciseness. In a large RFID system, it holds
that f � t1, so we ignore t1. In this subsection, we derive
the optimum value of f that minimizes TB .

It is well-known that there is no false negative in the Bloom
filter membership test and the false positive rate Pfp for an
arbitrary group g can be calculated as follows [2]:

Pfp =

[
1−

(
1− 1

f

)(|E|−m)k
]k
≈ (1− e−(|E|−m)k/f )k,

(2)
where m =

∑G
g=1mg denotes the total number of missing

tags in all groups.
By rearranging (2), we can express the Bloom filter size as

f =
−(|E| −m)k

ln(1− P
1
k

fp)
. (3)

The following theorem derives the optimal values of f and
k in the sense of minimising the execution time.

Theorem 1. The optimum size of the Bloom filter and the
optimum number of hash functions in B-detect, denoted by f∗

and k∗ respectively, that minimize the execution time while
satisfying the detection reliability requirement for each group

g regardless of mg , are as follows:

f∗ = (|E| −M) · k∗

− ln(1−X
1
k∗
g∗ )

, (4)

k∗ =
ln
(
1− α

1
Mg∗
g∗

)
ln 1

2

, (5)

where M=
∑G
g=1Mg , Xg , 1− α

1
Mg
g , and g∗=argmingXg .

Proof: Recall the definition of a missing event in group g
that at least Mg tags are missing, the probability that a missing
event can be detected in group g by the reader, defined as Pdg ,
can be computed as

Pdg =

mg∑
i=Mg

(
mg

i

)
(1− Pfp)iP

mg−i
fp , (6)

and Pdg has the following property for any mg ≥Mg:

Pdg = (1− Pfp)Mg

mg∑
i=Mg

(
mg

i

)
(1− Pfp)i−MgP

mg−i
fp

= (1− Pfp)Mg

mg−Mg∑
j=0

(
mg

j +Mg

)
(1− Pfp)jP

mg−Mg−j
fp

≥ (1− Pfp)Mg

mg−Mg∑
j=0

(
mg −Mg

j

)
(1− Pfp)jP

mg−Mg−j
fp

≥ (1− Pfp)Mg , (7)
where the first inequality holds due to the inequality below(

mg

j+Mg

)(
mg−Mg

j

) =

Mg−1∏
i=0

mg − i
Mg + j − i

≥ 1, ∀j ∈ [0,mg −Mg],

where the equality holds when mg =Mg .
Hence, to ensure the system requirement Pdg ≥ αg regard-

less of mg , we must ensure the following inequality:

(1− Pfp)Mg ≥ αg, or Pfp ≤ (1− α
1

Mg
g ). (8)

Moreover, since Pfp is monotonically decreasing and thus
(1 − Pfp)Mg is monotonically increasing with respect to the
number of missing tags mg , meaning that mg = Mg makes
the detection hardest and any mg larger than Mg will ease
the hardness, we thus consider the case where mg = Mg for
1 ≤ g ≤ G to meet the detection reliability regardless of mg .

Injecting (8) into (3) with mg =Mg leads to

f ≥ −(|E| −M)k

ln
[
1−

(
1− α

1
Mg
g

) 1
k
] ,

where M=
∑G
g=1Mg . For clarity, let Xg,1− α

1
Mg
g . Because

f needs to be set such that the required detection reliability
for any group is achieved and k is identical for all groups, we
have:

f =
(|E| −M)k

− ln[1− (min1≤g≤GXg)
1
k ]
. (9)

Without loss of generality, let g∗ = argmingXg and let the
derivative of the right hand side of (9) with respect to k be 0,
we can derive that

k∗ =
lnmingXg

ln 1
2

=
ln
(
1− α

1
Mg∗
g∗

)
ln 1

2

.
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It can be easily checked that f achieves its minimum as (4)
at k∗. The theorem is thus proved.

Remark 1. Given the practical meaning of k∗ and f∗, both
of them should been further rounded to the smallest integers
not smaller than themselves.

V. THE ADAPTIVE APPROACH

In B-detect, the reader uses the same parameters in each
region, particularly the length of the Bloom filter, which
may not be optimum in the case when the tags are not
evenly distributed across interrogation regions. Motivated by
this observation, we develop another missing tag detection
protocol, named AB-detect, which enables the reader to use
different parameters based on the number of tags in the region
the reader queries.

A. Protocol Description

Phase 1: Query and feedback collection. The read-
er performs a query in each region r with the parameter
(fr, {kg}Gg=1, s) where fr is the length of the Bloom filter
vector used in region r, kg is the number of hash functions
used by tags in group g, s is the hash seed which is identical
for all groups and regions. There are two differences compared
to the baseline approach. First, fr may be different across
different regions but identical across groups; Second, kg
may be different across different groups but identical across
regions. We require fr to be a power-multiple of two, i.e.,
fr = 2br , (br ∈ N). As in B-detect, the reader constructs an
fr-bit Bloom filter vector Br with the responses from the tags
in each region r. Without loss of generality, we assume that
f1 ≤ f2 ≤ · · · ≤ fR.

Phase 2: Virtual Bloom filter construction and missing
event detection. After interrogating all R regions, the reader
first expand Br to an fR-bit padded Bloom filter by repeating
Br

BR

Br
times. Denote the padded Bloom filter as PBr. The

reader then combines PBr (1 ≤ r ≤ R − 1) and BR to a
virtual Bloom filter BAB by ORing each bit of them, i.e.,
BAB(i) = PB1(i) ∨ · · · ∨ PBR−1(i) ∨ BR(i) (1 ≤ i ≤ fR),
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The reader then performs membership
test. For each tag in group g, the reader maps its ID into kg
bits at positions (hv(ID) mod fR) (1 ≤ v ≤ kg). If all the
corresponding bits in BAB are 1, then the tag is regarded as
present. Otherwise, the tag is considered to be missing. The
reader reports a missing event for group g if the number of
missing tags in the group g is at least Mg and no missing
event otherwise.

1 0 01 1 0 01rPB

100 1

1PB

RB 1 000 1 1 10

100 1

OR 1 01 1 1 01 11 0 0rB 1

ABB

1B 0 1

Fig. 1. An illustrative example of constructing virtual Bloom filter.

The following lemma proves that there is no false negative
in AB-detect.

Lemma 1. There is no false negative in AB-detect.

Proof: It suffices to prove that if a tag is present, it holds
that

BAB(hv(a) mod fR) = 1, 1 ≤ v ≤ k,
where a denotes the ID of the tag.

Without loss of generality, assume that the tag a is located
in region r. Consider any v ≤ k, let

hv(a) = x+ yfr, x, y ∈ N, x < fr.

Let c = fR
fr

. By definition of Br, PBr and BAB , we have

BAB(x+ y′fr) = PBr(x+ y′fr) = Br(x) = 1, (10)
for ∀y′ ∈ N, y′ < c. On the other hand, we have
hv(a) mod fR = x+ yfr mod (cfr) = x+ (y mod c)fr.

It then follows from (10) that
BAB(hv(a) mod fR) = 1.

The proof is thus completed.

B. Performance Optimisation and Parameter Tuning

In this section, we investigate how to tune the parameters in
AB-detect to minimise the execution time while ensuring the
reliability requirement of each group. We first formulate the
false positive rate for each group g, defined as Pfp,g . Recall
the construction of BAB in AB-detect, the probability that any

bit in BAB is zero is
∏g
r=1

(
1− 1

fr

)∑G
g=1 kgngr

. The false
positive rate for group g can then be derived as

Pfp,g =

[
1−

R∏
r=1

(
1− 1

fr

)∑G
g=1 kgngr

]kg
≈
(
1− e−

∑R
r=1

∑G
g=1

kgngr
fr

)kg
. (11)

The following theorem derives the optimal values of fr and
kg that minimize the execution time while ensuring the group-
wise reliability requirement.

Theorem 2. The optimum Bloom filter vector size for the
region r and the number of hash functions for the group g,
denoted as f∗r and k∗g , that minimize the execution time while
satisfying the detection reliability requirement for each group
g regardless of mg , are as follows:

f∗r =

√∑G
g=1 k

∗
gngr ·

∑R
r=1

√∑g
g=1 k

∗
gngr

ming Y ∗g
, (12)

k∗g =
ln(1− α

1
Mg
g )

ln 1
2

, (13)

where Y ∗g , − ln[1− (1− α
1

Mg
g )

1
k∗
g ]. The minimum execution

time under the above setting, defined as T ∗AB , is:

T ∗AB =
1

min1≤g≤G Y ∗g

 R∑
r=1

√√√√ G∑
g=1

k∗gngr

2

. (14)

Proof: By the same analysis as the proof of Theorem 1,
we need to ensure the following inequality:

Pdg ≥ (1− Pfp,g)Mg or Pfp,g ≤ (1− α
1

Mg
g ). (15)
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Injecting (11) into (15) leads to
R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

kgngr
fr

≤ −ln[1− (1− α
1

Mg
g )

1
kg ], 1 ≤ g ≤ G.

For clarity, let Yg , −ln[1− (1− α
1

Mg
g )

1
kg ]. The above

inequality is readily transformed to the following inequality:
R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

kgngr
fr

≤ min
g
Yg.

Without loss of generality, let gm = argming Yg . It can be
checked that

kg ≥ kgm
ln (1− α

1
Mg
g )

ln(1− α
1

Mg
gm )

, 1 ≤ g ≤ G. (16)

Next we derive the execution time of AB-detect, defined as
TAB . We can write TAB as

TAB = R ·G · t′1 +
R∑
r=1

fr '
R∑
r=1

fr,

where t′1 denotes the time for the reader to broadcast protocol
parameters including the group ID for each group. In a large
RFID system, it holds that fr � t′1. As RGt′1 is constant,
finding the optimum kg and fr is equivalent to solving the
following optimisation problem:

Minimize: T ′AB =
R∑
r=1

fr (17)

Subject to:
R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

kgngr
fr

≤ Ygm . (18)

The corresponding Lagrange function can be defined as

L(fr, λ) =
R∑
r=1

fr + λ

(
R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

kgngr
fr

− Ygm

)
.

Solving ∇fr,λ = 0 yields the following optimum for fr:

f∗r =

√∑G
g=1 kgngr ·

∑R
r=1

√∑G
g=1 kgngr

Ygm
.

T ′AB thus achieves its minimum with respect to fr as below:

T ′
∗

AB =

∑R
r=1

√∑G
g=1 kgngr ·

∑R
r=1

√∑G
g=1 kgngr

Ygm

=
1

Ygm

 R∑
r=1

√√√√ G∑
g=1

kgngr

2

.

It can be checked that T ′AB is monotonously increasing in
kg . Recall (16), it holds that T ′AB achieves its minimum as
below when the equality in (16) holds:

T ′
∗

AB = min
kgm

kgm

∑R
r=1

√√√√∑G
g=1

ln (1−α
1

Mg
g )

ln(1−α
1

Mg
gm )

ngr

2

Ygm
. (19)

In the above equation,

∑R
r=1

√√√√∑G
g=1

ln (1−α
1

Mg
g )

ln(1−α
1

Mg
gm )

ngr

2

is a constant. Hence, T ′AB is minimized when Ygm

kgm
is maxi-

mized. By performing straightforward algebraic analysis, we

can derive that when k∗gm =
ln(1−α

1
Mgm
gm )

ln 1
2

, Ygm

kgm
is maximized.

Hence, T ′AB is minimized at k∗g =
ln(1−α

1
Mg
g )

ln 1
2

for 1 ≤ g ≤ G.
Injecting k∗g into (19) completes our proof.

Remark 2. As k∗g needs to be an integer and fr a power-
multiple of two, they need to be rounded to the smallest integer
and power-multiple of two not smaller than themselves.

C. Performance Comparison: B-detect vs. AB-detect

Theorem 3. Given the optimum parameters in both B-detect
and AB-detect, the following relationship between the min-
imum execution time of B-detect T ∗B and that of AB-detect
T ∗AB holds: 1

R ≤
T∗
AB

T∗
B
≤ 2.

Proof: Recall (4), (5), (13), (14) and Y ∗g in Theo-
rem 2, with some algebraic operations, it can be known that
− ln(1−X

1
k∗
g∗ ) in (4) is equal to ming Y

∗
g and k∗ ≥ k∗g for

∀g. We then have

T ∗AB ≤
k∗

ming Y ∗g

 R∑
r=1

√√√√ G∑
g=1

ngr

2

.

Let T
∗
AB , k∗

ming Y ∗
g

(∑R
r=1

√∑G
g=1 ngr

)2

and further re-

call (1), we have

T
∗
AB

T ∗B
=

(∑R
r=1

√∑G
g=1 ngr

)2

R ∗
∑R
r=1

∑G
g=1 ngr

.

Expanding
(∑R

r=1

√∑G
g=1 ngr

)2

leads to R∑
r=1

√√√√ G∑
g=1

ngr

2

=
R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

ngr +
R−1∑
i=1

R∑
r=i+1

2

√√√√ G∑
g=1

ngi ·
G∑
g=1

ngr

≤
R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

ngr +

R−1∑
i=1

R∑
r=i+1

( G∑
g=1

ngi +
G∑
g=1

ngr

)
≤ R

R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

ngr.

To guarantee that fr is power-multiple of two, we need
to at most double it. It thus holds that T

∗
AB

T∗
B
≤ 2. On the

other hand, the low bound of the ratio T
∗
AB

T∗ = 1
R occurs if all

tags are located in only one region. It can also be noted that
T ∗AB = T

∗
AB when both Mg and αg are identical across all

groups. Therefore, it holds that 1
R ≤

T∗
AB

T∗
B
≤ 2.

Theorem 3 leads to the following engineering implications.
• In the worst case, AB-detect doubles the execution time

compared to B-detect;
• In a large asymmetric system where the number of

regions R is large, AB-detect can achieve significant
performance gain.
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VI. THE GROUP-WISE APPROACH

In AB-detect, the reader constructs one Bloom filter that
contains the response bits of tags of all groups in the in-
terrogation region. Mixing responses from tags of different
group may cause ”interference” among groups and thus may
increase the detection time for certain groups. Motivated by
this observation, we develop a group-wise approach, termed
as GAB-detect, in which the reader queries one group each
time and constructs group-wise Bloom filters to eliminate the
inter-group interference.

A. Protocol Description

Phase 1: Query and feedback collection. The reader
performs G queries in each region r. In the g-th query
(1 ≤ g ≤ G), the reader broadcasts a tetrad (g, kg, fgr, s)
where g is the group ID of group g, kg is the number of hash
functions used by group g tags, fgr is the Bloom filter size
used in region r for group g, s is the hash seed which is
identical for all regions and groups. Again, we require fgr
to be a power-multiple of two. Without loss of generality,
we assume that fg1 ≤ fg2 ≤ · · · ≤ fgR. When receiving
the query, each tag compares its group ID with g. If the tag
does not belong to the group being queried, it keeps silent
and waits for the next query. Otherwise, the tag selects kg
positions (hv(ID) mod fgr) (1 ≤ v ≤ kg) in the frame of
fgr slots and transmits a short response at each of the kg slots.
The reader then constructs a Bloom filter for each group g and
each region r, denoted by BGABgr .

Phase 2: Virtual Bloom filter construction and missing
event detection. After interrogating all R regions, the reader
combines BGABgr (1 ≤ r ≤ R − 1) to a virtual Bloom
filter BGABg∗ for each group g by using the expansion and
combination technique in AB-detect. The reader then performs
membership test for each group g by using BGABg∗ .

B. Performance Optimisation and Parameter Tuning

In this section, we investigate how to tune protocol param-
eters in GAB-detect to minimise the execution time while en-
suring the reliability requirement of each group. We first derive
the false positive rate of GAB-detect for any group g, defined
as Pfp,g . Recall the construction of BGABg∗ , the probability that

any bit in BGABg∗ is zero is
∏R
r=1

(
1− 1

fgr

)kgngr

. Hence, the
false positive rate for group g can be derived as

Pfp,g =

[
1−

R∏
r=1

(
1− 1

fgr

)kgngr
]kg

≈
(
1− e−

∑R
r=1

kgngr
fgr

)kg
. (20)

The following theorem derives the optimal values of fgr
and kg that minimize the execution time while ensuring the
group-wise reliability requirement.

Theorem 4. The optimum Bloom filter vector size and number
of hash functions for group g in region r, denoted as f∗gr
and k∗g , that minimize the execution time while satisfying the

detection reliability requirement for each group g regardless
of mg , are:

f∗gr =

√
ngr ·

∑R
r=1

√
ngr

Z∗g
, (21)

k∗g =
ln(1− α

1
Mg
g )

ln 1
2

, (22)

The minimum execution time under the above setting, defined
as T ∗GAB , is:

T ∗GAB =
G∑
g=1

(∑R
r=1

√
ngr

)2
Z∗g

, (23)

where Z∗g , ln[1−(1−α
1

Mg
g )

1
k∗
g ]

−k∗g
.

Proof: By the same analysis as the proof of Theorem 1,
we need to ensure the following inequality:

Pfp,g ≤ (1− α
1

Mg
g ). (24)

Injecting (20) into (24) leads to
R∑
r=1

kgngr
fgr

≤ −ln[1− (1− α
1

Mg
g )

1
kg ]

kg
.

For clarity, let Zg ,
−ln[1−(1−α

1
Mg
g )

1
kg ]

kg
.

Furthermore, the execution time of GAB-detect, defined as
TGAB , can be derived as follows

TGAB = RCt′1 +

G∑
g=1

R∑
r=1

fgr '
G∑
g=1

R∑
r=1

fgr.

Finding the optimum fgr and kg is equivalent to solving
the following optimisation problem:

Minimize: T ′GAB =
G∑
g=1

R∑
r=1

fgr (25)

Subject to:
R∑
r=1

ngr
fgr
≤ Zg, 1 ≤ g ≤ G. (26)

The above optimization problem can be further decomposed to
G sub-problem where sub-problem g (1 ≤ g ≤ G) is specified
as below:

Minimize:
R∑
r=1

fgr

Subject to:
R∑
r=1

ngr
fgr
≤ Zg.

We use the method of Lagrange multiplier to solve each
sub-problem g. The Lagrange function can be defined as

L(fgr, λg) =
R∑
r=1

fgr + λg

(
R∑
r=1

ngr
fgr
− Zg

)
. (27)

Solving ∇fgr,λg = 0 yields the following optimum:

fgr =

√
ngr ·

∑R
r=1

√
ngr

Z∗g
,

where Z∗g is the maximum of Zg achieved at k∗g =
ln(1−α

1
Mg
g )

ln 1
2

.
Injecting k∗g into TGAB yields the optimum of TGAB and
completes the proof.
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C. Performance Comparison: AB-detect vs. GAB-detect

In this section, we compare the execution time of AB-detect
and GAB-detect.

Theorem 5. When f∗r in (12) and f∗gr in (21) are power-
multiples of two, it holds that T ∗AB ≥ T ∗GAB .

Proof: Recall Yg in Theorem 2 and Z∗g in Theorem 4 and
let xgr , k∗gngr, we can rearrange (23) as

T ∗GAB =
G∑
g=1

(
R∑
r=1

√
k∗gngr

)2

Y ∗g
≤

G∑
g=1

(
R∑
r=1

√
k∗gngr

)2

ming Y ∗g

=
1

ming Y ∗g

(
R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

xgr + 2
R−1∑
i=1

R∑
r=i+1

G∑
g=1

√
xgixgr

)
.

On the other hand, we can expand (14) as

T ∗AB = 1
min
g
Y ∗
g

(
R∑
r=1

G∑
g=1

xgr+2
R−1∑
i=1

R∑
r=i+1

√
G∑
g=1

xgi
G∑
g=1

xgr

)
.

Moreover, let βir=

√
G∑
g=1

xgi
G∑
g=1

xgr and φir=
G∑
g=1

√
xgixgr,

we have:

φ2ir =

G∑
g=1

xgixgr +

G−1∑
g=1

G∑
w=g+1

2
√
xgixgr · xwixwr (28)

β2
ir =

G∑
g=1

xgixgr +
G−1∑
g=1

G∑
w=g+1

(xgixwr + xgrxwi), (29)

It follows from xgixwr + xgrxwi ≥ 2
√
xgixgr · xwixwr that

φ2ir ≤ β2
ir. We then have

(T ∗AB − T ∗GAB)min
g
Y ∗g = 2

R−1∑
i=1

R∑
r=i+1

(βir − φir) ≥ 0.

The proof is thus completed.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss some implementation issues of
our proposed missing tag detection algorithms.

A. Estimating Tag Population

In our algorithms, the reader needs to estimate the number
of tags in ngr in each region and for each group. This may lead
to extra overhead prior to missing tag detection. However, this
overhead can be limited as the estimation can be achieved in
O(log ngr) time using state-of-the-art estimation approaches.
Specifically, we can apply two types of methods to estimate
ngr: single-group estimator and multi-group estimator. In the
single-group estimator, when staying at region r the reader
queries with the group ID g and only the tags from g respond.
Then it operates like a single-group system. ngr can be
estimated by the methods in [3]. On the other hand, multi-
group estimator estimates multiple group sizes simultaneously
by employing the maximum likelihood estimation method as
in [20], which is time-efficient.

Despite the extra overhead due to estimation of ngr, this
estimation phase enables the pre-detection of missing tags
if the number of missing tags is important (e.g., due to

unexpected loss or accidents). More specifically, the reader can
achieve pre-detection by comparing the bitmaps constructed by
the tag feedbacks and computed a priori by the reader. If a bit
that is 1 in the pre-calculated bitmap by reader but turns out to
be 0 in the bitmap of the feedbacks, the reader can identify the
absence of tags mapped into this slot. If the number of missing
tag for a given group exceeds the threshold, a missing event is
reported for the group. Consequently, the reader may not need
to execute the fine-grained detection algorithms as developed
in the last three sections since missing tag events have already
been detected in the estimation phase, thus reducing the time
cost.

We may wonder whether existing tag estimation algorithms
can be used to detect the missing tag event. When the detection
requirement is not stringent, e.g., there are a large number
of missing tags and the reader only needs to detect a small
number of them so as to report a missing event, estimating
the number of tags may be used. However, when the detection
requirement is stringent, estimating the number of tags is not
efficient as it either requires long execution time or cannot
satisfy the detection requirement. To demonstrate this, we
have conducted more experiments by comparing our approach
with the estimation of tag numbers. Under the same detection
reliability requirement, the estimation algorithm spends over
48 − 72.6 times as much time as our algorithms. Therefore,
in our approach, we perform a coarse estimation on the tag
population for two reasons: 1) our algorithms need a coarse
estimation of tag population to configure parameters; 2) in
case when the detection requirement is not stringent, this phase
allows the reader to quickly detect a missing event.

B. Presence of Unknown/Unexpected Tags

Unknown and unexpected tags can be interpreted as the
tags that have not been identified by the reader [17], such as
newly arrived products, on which the reader does not have any
knowledge. During the interrogation, the unknown tags will
respond together with the known tags, which results in the
interference to the detection of missing known tags and thus
degrades the performance [26] [30]. Note that the malicious
behavior, such as DoS and cloning attacks, is out of scope of
this paper.

Fortunately, two of our proposed algorithms, AB-detect
and GAB-detect, are resistant to the interference caused by
unknown tags. The reason is as follows. The unknown tags
have not been identified by the reader, so they do not have
their individual group IDs [14] such that no group ID in
the interrogation messages matches with theirs. Therefore,
unknown tags stay silent during the whole detection process.

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
approaches in terms of execution time and investigate tradeoffs
under different parameter settings.

A. Simulation Settings

We conduct the experiment under both symmetric and
asymmetric scenarios under different settings of R, G and Mg .
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By symmetric/asymmetric, we mean that tag population size in
each region r is identical/different. Moreover, we set the same
Mg for all group g but vary αg for each group. Moreover,
we use the symmetric transmission rate as in [4] [19] in the
numerical analysis and set the transmission time for one bit
to be one slot, i.e., δ = 1. The length of group ID is set to
dlog2Ge bits as in [14]. We simulate the optimum parameters
settings derived in (4) (5) for B-detect, (12) (13) for AB-detect,
and (21) (22) for GAB-detect.

For a comprehensive evaluation, we simulate four cases with
different combination of (R,G) in both the symmetric and
asymmetric scenarios: case 1: (6, 6), case 2: (12, 6), case 3:
(6, 12), and case 4: (12, 12). The required detection reliability
for group g (1 ≤ g ≤ G) is set to αg = 0.749 + 0.05(g − 1),
i.e., 0.749≤αg≤0.999 in case 1 and case 2, and αg= 0.44 +
0.05(g − 1), i.e., 0.449≤αg≤0.999 in case 3 and case 4. The
total number of tags in each region is 12000 and the group size
is 12000/G in symmetric scenario. In the asymmetric scenario,
on the other hand, the total number of tags is randomly
chosen from [1000, 5000] in each of the first R/2 regions
and [10000, 20000] in the remaining regions, and the group
size in the same region is identical. The simulation results are
obtained by taking the average of 100 independent trials.

B. Performance Evaluation
1) Performance under symmetric scenario: Fig. 2 depicts

the execution time of three protocols under different threshold
for the four cases in the symmetric scenario. As shown in the
results, globally GAB-detect achieves the best time efficiency
and AB-detect outperforms B-detect, especially when the
detection reliability for each group varies more significantly,
i.e., G = 12. This can be explained as follows: The frame
size in AB-detect and B-detect are set based on ming Y

∗
g in

Theorem 1 and 2, which overkills the groups with larger Y ∗g .
In contrast, GAB-detect addresses this limit by eliminating
the inter-group interference. We can also observe that in some
cases, GAB-detect has longer execution time than AB-detect.
This is due to the design requirement that the Bloom filter
size needs to be the power-multiple of two. However, globally
speaking, GAB-detect still outperforms B-detect. Furthermore,
we investigate the actual reliability of the proposed schemes.
The results demonstrate that all proposed schemes can detect
the missing event with probability one.

2) Performance under asymmetric scenario: Fig. 3 illus-
trates the execution time for the four cases with different
thresholds in the asymmetric scenario. It can be seen from the
four subfigures in Fig. 3 that GAB-detect outperforms AB-
detect and saves execution time up to 70% in comparison to
B-detect. This can be interpreted as follows: In the asymmetric
scenarios, the performance gap between AB-detect and B-
detect is more significant compared to the symmetric scenario
because the frame size in B-detect is identical across the
regions regardless of the tag size in an individual region while
AB-detect distinguishes the regions with different tag sizes
when setting the frame size. Furthermore, we investigate the
actual reliability of the proposed schemes and the results show
that all proposed schemes can detect the missing event with
probability one.
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison in symmetric scenario
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(c) Case 3: R = 6, G = 12
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison in asymmetric scenario

To further evaluate the performance and evaluate the an-
alytical results, we conduct a set of numerical analysis in a
even more asymmetric scenario where the tag size is randomly
chosen from [50, 100] in each of the first R − 1 regions and
from [5000, 10000] in the remaining region. As shown in the
four subfigures in Fig. 4, the performance gain of GAB-detect
and AB-detect over B-detect is more remarkable. Specifically,
the detection time of B-detect is up to 12.6 times as much as
that of GAB-detect and AB-detect.

3) Impact of nonidentical Mg: To comprehensively eval-
uate the performance, we conduct more numerical analysis
in both symmetric and asymmetric scenarios which are same
with the previous settings except that R is fixed to 6 and
Mg = g for group g. Moreover, we also investigate the impact
of estimation error ε on the performance.

From the results listed in Table II where (·, ·, ·) represents
the time needed by B-detect, AB-detect and GAB-detect,
respectively, we can observe that GAB-detect significantly
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison in more asymmetric scenario

outperforms AB-detect and B-detect when Mg is different for
each group. Besides, the execution time increases by less than
11% in the worst case when ε varies from 0 to 10%. While
on average, B-detect and GAB-detect and AB-detect spend
9% and 6% and 2.6% more time, respectively. Therefore, it is
fair to allow ε = 10%.

TABLE II
EXECUTION TIME (×106) UNDER NONIDENTICAL Mg AND ε

Scenario Number of groups G Estimation error ε6 12

Symmetric (8.1, 6.3, 4.7) (8.4, 6.3, 4.3) 0
(8.9, 6.3, 4.7) (9.3, 6.3, 4.6) 10%

Asymmetric (6.1, 3.9, 3.2) (6.4, 3.1, 2.8) 0
(6.6, 4.2, 3.4) (6.9, 3.4, 3.1) 10%

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have formulated a missing tag detection
problem arising in multiple-group multiple-region RFID sys-
tems, where a mobile reader needs to detect whether there
is any missing event for each group of tags. By leveraging
the technique of Bloom filter, we develop a suite of three
missing tag detection protocols, each decreasing the execution
time compared to its predecessor by incorporating an improved
version of the Bloom filter design and parameter tuning. In our
future work, we plan to study the case where multiple mobile
readers are available to detect missing tag events and design
optimum missing tag detection algorithms in that context.
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